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The B meson is the bound state of b (or b ) whose re ent dete tion is
the rst step toward ompletion of the spe tros opy of heavy quark mesoni
states. The b- states have properties that onveniently ll the gap between
the J= and the  states. Thus it is probable that at RHIC the B mesons
will serve as a probe of de onned matter. We nd that signi ant dieren es arise for B formation in de onned and onned matter. Our initial
al ulations suggest that:
(a) The rates of normal hadroni produ tion me hanisms at RHIC energies are not su ient to produ e a dete table number of B mesons.
(b) If a region of de onned quarks and gluons is formed, the produ tion
(and survival) rate an be enhan ed by several orders of magnitude.
( ) The observation of B mesons at RHIC would signal a sour e of
de onned harmed quarks, and the rate of B produ tion will be a measure
of the initial density and temperature of that sour e.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh, 25.75.q, 14.40.Nd

1. Introdu tion
This work investigates the possibility that the produ tion of

B

mesons

at RHIC may serve as a signal for the presen e (or absen e) of a de onned
state of matter [1℄.

The study of the b-

se tor has the advantage of a

long history of potential model analysis in the

bb

and



se tors.

These

studies have provided robust predi tions for the mass and lifetime of the

B

states [2℄, and the re ent measurements by CDF [3℄ are

those

onsistent with

al ulations.
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First let us estimate at RHIC the produ tion rate of dierent heavy
quarks and mesons, whi h one would expe t if it results just from a superposition of the initial nu leon-nu leon
tion, pQCD

bra ket the RHIC energy range.
indi ate about 10

J=

and

Probes



ollisions. For heavy quark produ -

al ulations for p-p intera tions t present a



elerator data and

Hard Probes Collaboration [4℄ estimates

pairs and 0.05

bb pairs per

entral

ollision at RHIC.

produ tion involves the use of some model, su h as the Hard

olor singlet ts [5℄, whi h would predi t bound state fra tions of

order somewhat less than the one per ent level.
A similar analysis for

1 Sin e the

sults

b



and

B

produ tion rea hes signi antly dierent re-

must be produ ed in the same nu leon-nu leon

4 are the leading order
s

intera tion, parton subpro esses of order

ontribu-

tions. This leads to a substantial redu tion of the bound state fra tion

+ B
bb

Rb  B
relative to the few per ent levels for the
RHIC energies, typi al values are
from the s ale
To

Rb = 3

hoi e in the pQCD

onvert these numbers into

orresponding

10  10



state fra tions. At

5 , with the un ertainty

al ulations [6℄.

B

produ tion predi tions for RHIC, we

have looked at two s enarios for the luminosity.

a) The rst year

assumes a luminosity of 20 inverse mi robarns with no trigger.
design luminosity assumes 65 Hz event rate with a 10%
in Phenix, and uses

107

se /year.

ase

b) The

entrality trigger

The predi tions we obtain are listed in

Table I. In luded in the estimates are both the weak bran hing fra tion of the

B

plus the dimuon de ay fra tion for

the

J=

and



J=

. Similar numbers are shown for

produ tion and dete tion via

+ 

, and also the underlying

heavy quark produ tion whi h may be useful to make

onta t with other

estimates. One sees easily that in this s enario there is no hope of
seeing B 's at RHIC.

2. De onnement s enario
Now the prin ipal reason for our interest the

B

ould de onnement

hange

produ tion rate at RHIC? We have investigated the following s e-

bb pair are produ ed, one ould avoid the
tion if the b-quarks are allowed to form bound states

nario: In those events in whi h a
small
by

B

formation fra

ombining with

-quarks from among the 10

independent nu leon-nu leon
1

 pairs already produ

ollisions in the same event. This

an o

ed by
ur if

In the following we in lude in the term B also the ve tor 1S state B
splitting should only allow an ele tromagneti de ay into the pseudos alar ground
state and thus both will ontribute identi ally in the experimental signatures.

 , sin e its mass
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TABLE I

RHIC yields for heavy quark systems
Observable
-pairs

bb-pairs

events

!
!
!

J=
+ 
 (1s) + 
B 2:5% J= l  6 % +  l 

!

(No De onned Phase)
(QGP+  in Chemi al Equil.)
(Only initial  at T0 = 500 MeV)
(Only initial  at T0 = 400 MeV)
(Only initial  at T0 = 300 MeV)

First year

Design L

140

3800

2:8 108
1:2 106
1:6 105

3639

6:5 109
3:2 107
3:9 106

0.050.18
18
130
235
475

1.54.9
490
3530
6420
12900

and only if there is a region of de onnement whi h allows a spatial overlap
of the b and

quarks. In addition, one would expe t some

 produ

tion in

the de onned phase during its lifetime, as a result of the approa h toward
hemi al equilibration.

The large binding energy of

B

(840 MeV) would

favor their early freezing out and they will tend to survive as the temperature drops to the phase transition value. The same ee t for the B mesons
and indeed for the

Bs will not be so

ompetitive, sin e these states are not

bound at the initial high temperatures (or equivalently they are ionized at
a relatively high rate by thermal gluons).
To do a quantitative estimate of these ee ts, we
tion rate of bound states due to
break-up

ross se tion based on the operator produ t expansion [7℄:

B (k) = 23
where

al ulate the disso ia-

ollisions with gluons, utilizing a quarkonium

 2  1=2
32
3

2

"0

1 (k="0 1)3=2
;
42
(k="0 )5

(1)

k is the gluon momentum, "0 the binding energy, and  the redu

ed

mass of the quarkonium system. This form assumes the quarkonium system
has a spatial size small
state spe trum is
magnitude of the

ompared with the inverse of

lose to that in a nonrelativisti
ross se tion is

QCD , and its bound

Coulomb potential. The

ontrolled just by the geometri

fa tor

1
42 ,

and its rate of in rease in the region just above threshold is due to phase
spa e and the p-wave

olor dipole intera tion.
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For the breakup rate

B of B

states in de onned matter, we

al ulate

the thermal average:

8

B = hvg ng B i = 2
where

vg = 1 and all modes of massless

Z1

k2 dk e

k
T

B (k);

"0
olor o tet gluons have been in luded.

Numeri al results for these rates are shown in Fig.
breakup rates are also shown for the

(2)

J=

there the approximations made for this

and



1.

For

omparison,

(and even the

Bs ,

but

ross se tion probably have a very

marginal validity in view of su h a large state). One sees that in the range
of temperatures expe ted at RHIC, these breakup rates for
s ales of order

1

10 fm.

B

lead to time

1
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Fig. 1. Thermal QGP quarkonium disso iation rates as fun tions of temperature.
For an estimate of the
rea tion

F (b +  ! B

orresponding

+ g)

ross se tion for the formation

we utilize detailed balan e relations.

approximation that the massive

b-quarks are stationary, whi h is expe

In the
ted to

be a reasonable approximation due to their energy loss in the hot plasma [8℄,
the formation rate is then

al ulated for a thermal distribution of

quarks:

F

= hv

3

n F i = 2

Z1  p 
0

Ep

p2 dp e

Ep
T

F (p) ;

harm

(3)
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where

p

Ep = p2 + m2 .

have been

These formation rates are shown in Fig. 2. They

al ulated for three dierent values of

harm quark mass. It is

apparent that the results are quite sensitive to this
dependen e of total

hoi e, due to the strong

harm quark population. The same values of

very little ee t on the breakup rates, sin e they only
s ale in the geometri
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fa tor of the breakup

m

have

hange the overall

ross se tion.

4
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Fig. 2. Thermal QGP B formation and disso iation rates as fun tions of temperature.
Also shown in Fig. 2 are the ratios

B =F , whi h in our normalization
2

is related to the bound state fra tion in the equilibrium limit :

Rb  B

3 F
+ B
2 B
=

F
bb
1 + 43 B

:

(4)

Note that this ratio approa hes its upper limit of 2 when the formation rate
dominates over the breakup rate. This
every b-quark produ ed in the initial
We

hoose a transition temperature

ate the nal bound state populations.
2

orresponds to the situation in whi h

ollisions emerges as a

Tf

= 160 MeV

B

bound state.

at whi h to evalu-

Here the equilibrium bound state

This bound state fra tion is rea hed if the system has enough time in its dynami al
evolution to relax to the steady-state solution at ea h temperature. We have veried
that this is roughly the ase down to T = 300 MeV, at whi h point the B abundan e
begins to freeze out.
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fra tion

Rb

drops to as low as several per ent, but it is at least a fa tor

of 100 above what one may expe t in the no-de onnement s enario.
have

the rates are not su ient for them to be approa hed.
even more

 in

This provides an

onservative estimate for the nal bound state populations. The

B

orresponding entries in the Table for numbers of
+

We

hosen to use the equilibrium ratios although at this nal temperature

Chemi al Equil.) uses this

mesons (labeled QGP

onservative lower limit estimate.
3

10

Nc = 10, mc = 1.5 GeV, τ0 = 1 fm, VT = const.
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Fig. 3. -quark density from initial produ tion at RHIC
Impli itly, this analysis uses the full
quarks. To get a more realisti
the initially-produ ed

-pairs

ulation of 10
Au-Au

hemi al equilibrium density for

limit we repeated the

-quarks in the formation rate. From the initial popprodu ed via nu leon-nu leon

1.0 fm, one

on ludes that only for initial
harm quark density

librium. For initial temperature
equilibrium

omparable to that for full

entral

T0

hemi al equi-

= 500 MeV, for example, the

hemi al

harm quark density would be about a fa tor of 40 higher than

that a tually provided by the initially-produ ed

leads to a

hemi al equilibrium. We have veried that the rates of both

harm an-

de rease in the

T0 , the isentropi

harm quarks. As temper-

V T 3 = Const.

ature de reases below

expansion

-quark density proportional to

T

3 , rather than the

nihilation and produ tion in a de onned state for
to

ollisions in a

V0 = (RAu )2 0 with 0 =
temperatures T0 < 300 MeV is

ollision at RHIC, and an initial volume

the initial

of

-

al ulation, using only

harm quark o

upan ies whi h ex eed those for

e

m =T

T < 300 MeV then lead
hemi al equilibrium as
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one approa hes the transition point. Fig. 3 displays a
i al equilibrium

omparison of

harm quark densities and those resulting from a

number of initially-produ ed
These more realisti

harm quarks with isentropi

eral values of initial temperature
orresponding

B

hem-

onstant

expansion.

harm quark densities are used to re al ulate the

formation rates, and the resulting ratios
the

3643

T0 .

F =B

are shown in Fig. 4 for sev-

The last few rows in the Table show

numbers at RHIC in this s enario, where we have

used the equilibrium bound state fra tions again at a nal temperature

Tf

= 160

MeV. They depend quite strongly on the initial temperature,

whi h determines the nal

harm density through the assumed isentropi

expansion.
3

10
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Fig. 4. Ratio of formation to break-up rates of B as fun tion of temperature for
xed harm quark abundan e.

3. Outlook
We are in the pro ess of rening these preliminary results.

We use a

simple ow model in whi h the QGP uid is des ribed as an isentropi ally
expanding tube that

ontains ideal relativisti

parti les in thermal equilib-

rium. In both opposite longitudinal dire tions we assume expansion at the
speed of light, while radially the transverse radius expands with the speed
of sound,

 0:58 .

Initial numeri al solutions of the kineti

equations us-

ing temperature-dependent formation and breakup rates indi ate the nal
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bound state populations saturate at values appropriate to those for equilibrium temperatures somewhat above the transition values.

This would be

expe ted, sin e the rates at low temperatures are not su ient to rea h the
equilibrium solutions before the volume expansion redu es the temperature
to even lower values. In addition, this ee t redu es the sensitivity of the
results to the initial temperature.
The results of one su h
time evolution of

B

al ulation are shown in Fig. 5, where the exa t

produ tion has been followed. We see that the predi ted

bound state fra tion saturates at 3.5%,
of

O(10%) from Fig.

ompared to the equilibrium estimate

4.
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Fig. 5. Bound state fra tion for B mesons evolving in time [fm℄ and temperature [GeV℄ until freeze-out for initial volume 80 fm3 . Dashed line: results without
thermal harm produ tion.
We also studied the produ tion and annihilation of additional

harm

quark pairs by thermal pro esses whi h is most ee tive at higher temperatures. Thermally produ ed

harm by ba kground gluons and light quarks

(u, d) was followed through employing the population equation:

dN
dt

=

1
Ng g gg!  + Nq q qq!
2



N ( !gg +

!qq

);

(5)

 density and rea tivity ( =
). The thermal harm produ tion rates  were obtained using running
QCD parameters with s (MZ ) = 0:118 and m (1 GeV)=1.5 GeV [9℄. Fig. 6
where N denotes total parti les abundan e,

1
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shows total

3645
3 (solid) to

harm number for initial QGP sizes between 40 fm

3
160 fm (short dashed) as fun tion of initial temperature. We note that if

T0  600 MeV

up to 50% additional

for the expe ted
the

B

yield as

harm

ould be produ ed.

However,

onditions at RHIC this results in only a minor in rease of
an be seen in Fig. 5, where the dashed line shows what is

expe ted if thermal

harm produ tion is turned o.
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3
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3
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14.0

Nc |f
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12.0
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10.0
0.30

0.40

0.50
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Fig. 6. Total number of harm quarks in the QGP at freeze-out as fun tion of the
initial temperature T0 , for initial volumes of 160, 80, and 40 fm3 .
We are presently pursuing the evaluation of the

B

formation in a fully

dynami al approa h and in parti ular the sensitivity of our results to the
model parameters.

4. Con lusion
The rm

on lusion whi h we are able to make today is that should

QGP be formed at RHIC there would be a very signi ant enhan ement
of the formation of

B

mesons, to the level of abundan e whi h we believe

an be observed. The primary me hanism responsible for this enhan ement
is the intera tion of bottom and
unrelated rea tions.
states in

Su h

harmed quarks produ ed in

ompletely

olle tive formation of heavy avor multi-avor

onned phase is expe ted to be mu h smaller, if past experien e

with strangeness [10℄ and
observation of any

B 's

harm [11℄ applies. Should this be

onrmed, the

at RHIC is thus both a smoking gun signal of

de onnement and a probe of the initial

onditions that prevailed.
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